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In [4], Csirmaz defined a semantics for programs, and proved the completeness of
Floyd's method w.r.t, this semantics, generalizing the results in [2]. The semantics 
in [4] is the most natural generalization of the continuous traces semantics of [2]. 
The proof in [4] is rather deep and difficult, constructing counterexamples (models) 
for unprovable programs. Here we give a simple direct proof for this completeness 
result constructing the Floyd proofs themselves. The present proof is simpler than 
even the original proof in [2] which worked only for the special case of theories 
containing Peano arithmetic. The theorem in [4] turned out to be rather important 
in at least two branches of Nonstandard Dynamic Logic (NDL), namely in the 
'lattice of program verification methods' and in the 'explicit representations of 
famous program verification methods' (see, e.g., [6, 7, 3, 1] or, for NDL in general, 
[5]). Thus, the rSle of the theorem in these areas motivated the quest for a simpler 
proof. 
We use the notation and definitions of [4], without recalling them, but we note 
the following. The intuitive meaning of the kind of semantics for programs introduced 
in [4] (called relational runs) has been elaborated and explained in [8, 9] in detail. 
Also, the connections with various famous program verification methods (in their 
original forms) like Floyd's, Burstall-Manna-Waldinger's, andPnueli's are expoun- 
ded there. 
Throughout, we work in usual classical first order logic (L), where ~ denotes 
semantical consequence and ~- denotes provability (by any complete inference 
system for first-order logic). By the completeness theorem of first-order logic, we 
have that T ~ ~p holds if and only if T ~- q~, for any theory T ~_ L and formula tp ~ L. 
Theorem. Let T c_ L be a theory, p a program of T and let ~0in, ¢Pout be two formulas. 
Then (i)-(ii) below are equivalent: 
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(i) p is partially correct w.r.t. ~ .  and ~out in T (with respect o the semantics given 
in [4]). 
(ii) p is Floyd-Hoare derivable from T w.r.r ~pi, and ~o~t. 
Proof. We prove only ( i )~( i i )  since ( i i )~( i )  is not hard to see. Assume (i). 
Assume the program p is n-ary (uses n variables). We add a new n-ary relation 
symbol R and new constant symbols qi (i < n) to the language L. Let t] d(q~: i < n). 
(Intuitively, we think of R as run and of ~ as input.) Then (i) means, by [4, 
Definitions 2.2 and 3.1], that Tu  p u Ia r~x where 
p =° {R(~), V£(R(£)-~ R(p(£)))}, 
indr(~) =d [q~(t]) A V£(R(£) A ~(£) -  ¢(p(£)))]-~ V£(R(£)-~ q~(£)), 
d 
Iar =d {indr(¢): ~ ~ L "} and X = ~t) in (q )  ~ V£(R(£) A p(£) = £ -  ¢ou~(£)). 
By the compactness theorem, there are finitely many ~Oo, . . . ,  q~,, ~ L" such that 
Tu  p u {indr(q~i): i<~ m}~x.  (I) 
As one expects, the Floyd derivation of p will be built up from the formulas 
¢PO, • • • , ~Pm- 
Roughly, 0 (£)  will be "the smallest among those Boolean combinations of 
q~o,..., q~m which are closed under p and 4"- More precisely, let 
d 
0 ={q~i,-a~o,:i<~ m}, ~, L{V 00: 0o__ 0}, U ZoO_ z}. 
Then H is the set of the Boolean combinations of ~Po, • •., q~,,. For any O ~ L" let 
cl(¢,) ¢,(#) A
(which says that @ is closed under p and ~/). 
Oc~ dA {cl(~b): @~H}. 
Claim 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
1 
T~ ~in(q)  A ~ # (-~) A p (X)  = -X" "-> q~out(-~). 
Proof of Claim 1. Let ~ be a model of T and let ~ e hA. For any formula 6 e L" 
let ~ ~ ~A denote the relation defined by ~ in 9,  i.e., 
Now it is not hard to check that ~ is the smallest among H ___a{~: ~r ~ H} which 
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is closed under p and ~] (the smallest such set exists since H is closed under 
intersections). Since ~0 is closed, conditions (i) and (ii) of Claim 1 are satisfied. 
We show that the fact that ~ is the smallest such among H implies that indr(~p~) 
(i<~ m) holds if we choose R -- ~ .  Let i~  < m be fixed. We have to show that 
o- __d [~,(r/) A V~( tPo(£ ) A t#,(~) -> ~o,(p(£)))] --> V£($~(£) ~ qh(£)) 
holds in 9I. Assume 91 ~ ::1£(4~o(£) ^7~oi(£)). Then 4~ ^  ~ is smaller than 60, hence 
it is not closed. Thus either 
91~7(~0A ¢,)(t]) or ~3.~(~#A ¢,)(2).Am(~oA ~,)(p(£)). 
Since 6~ is closed, this means that either 
or  3 (Co(g) ^  ^ 
Thus the hypothesis part of o" does not hold, therefore cr holds. We have seen that 
Then 
i.e., 
T u {Vg(R(£) ~ (Po(£))} ~ p u {indr(~,): i <~ m}. 
Tu{V~(R(£)<-+~q(£))}~X by( l ) ,  
T~ (¢pin((]) A fib4(-~) A p(-~) = .~) -> ~0out(X). 
This completes the proof of Claim 1. [] 
Proof of the Theorem (continued). Now we are almost done: all that remains to do 
is to get rid of the constants ~. Let ~ be a sequence of variables not occurring in ~. 
Then ds~ denotes the formula we get from ~ by replacing ~ everywhere by ~. Let 
--d A 
Now ~(~)~ L". Also 
T~ ~i.(£)-* ~(~),  T~(£) -~ ¢(p(£) )  and 
T~ ~(:f) ^  p(~)= ~ -~ ~Oout(£) 
hold by Claim 1. Thus, by [4, Definition 3.2] and by the completeness theorem of 
first-order logic we have that ~ is a Floyd-Hoare derivation of p from T w.r.t. ¢i. 
and ~OUt" [] 
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